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The Orono Pride Giraffe sculpture represents the Philly Pride Flag, which was created by the city of 
Philadelphia in 2017 to acknowledge its increased advocacy for the celebration of LGBTQ people of 
color. It is an eight striped flag with the black and brown stripes at the top representing people of color. 
Though initially criticized by sone as "divisive," this variation on the traditional pride flag was celebrated 
by many for bringing increased visibility to the people of color who have been and continue to be at the 
forefront of the fight for LGBTQ rights (https://www.phillymag.com/news/2017/06/08/philly-pride-flag-
black-brown/.) 
Join the Orono Pride 2020 fun: Take a picture with a sculpture, decorated window, or along the bridge 




The Orono Pride Unicorn sculpture represents the Rainbow Pride Flag originally designed by Gilbert 
Baker, an openly gay artist and activist, in 1978. Baker was commissioned to design a symbol for the 
LGBTQ community by his friend Harvey Milk, the first openly gay elected official in California. Baker 
drew his inspiration from the US National flag and an actual rainbow. The first flag he created 
measured 30 by 60 feet and was hand sewn by Baker. After its debut Baker removed two colors from 
the flag to make it easier to mass produce (https://www.cnn.com/style/article/pride-rainbow-flag-
design-history/index.html).  
Join the Orono Pride 2020 fun: Take a picture with a sculpture, decorated window, or along the bridge 





The Orono Pride Zebra sculpture represents the Transgender Pride Flag designed by Monica Helms, an 
openly transgender American woman. "The stripes at the top and bottom are light blue, the traditional 
color for baby boys. The stripes next to them are pink, the traditional color for baby girls. The stripe in 
the middle is white, for those who are intersex, transitioning or considering themselves having a neutral 
or undefined gender. The pattern is such that no matter which way you fly it, it is always correct, 
signifying us finding correctness in our lives" (point5cc.com). 
Join the Orono Pride 2020 fun: Take a picture with a sculpture, decorated window, or along the bridge 
with the Pride Progress flags and post it to social media with #OronoPride2020 




